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Annex 1 – Action plan template 

 

Produced by each region, the action plan is a document providing details on how the lessons learnt from the 

cooperation will be exploited in order to improve the policy instrument tackled within that region. It specifies the 

nature of the actions to be implemented, their timeframe, the players involved, the costs (if any) and funding 

sources (if any). If the same policy instrument is addressed by several partners, only one action plan is 

required. 

 

Part I – General information 

 

Project: OURWAY 

 

Partner organisation: Departemental council of Herault 

 

Other partner organisations involved (if relevant): Departmental Agency of Tourism, Territorial 
Collectivities (intercommunities) 

 

Country:FRANCE 

 

NUTS2 

region:Occitanie__________________________________________________________________
_ 

 

Contact person:Jean-Noël CAMILLI 

 

email address: jncamilli@herault.fr 

phone number: 

 

 

Part II – Policy context 

The Action Plan aims to impact:    Investment for Growth and Jobs programme 

      European Territorial Cooperation programme 

   Other regional development policy instrument 

Name of the policy instrument addressed:_ 

- Occitanie ERDF OP 

- Departmental Policy of Spaces, Sites and Routes 
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- Departmental tourism Plan 

 

 

Part III – Details of the actions envisaged 

ACTION 1 

 

1. The background (please describe the lessons learnt from the project that constitute the 
basis for the development of the present Action Plan) 

On October 17, 2016, the Hérault Departmental Assembly deliberated on the departmental sports 

policy which gives an important place to the development of outdoor sports, and in particular to 
large Hérault itinerancies. 

The development of these itineraries is also an important axis of the latest Departmental plan for 

tourism and leisure development (2018-2021), in which nature leisure activities are repositioned as 
“adventure tourism”, and an action dedicated to strengthening the soft roaming offer is well 
identified. 

Homelessness appears to be a factor of attractiveness and frequentation of territories, especially 
beyond the summer season. It is also an engine for the local economy and "awakens the 
imaginary" in terms of communication and image. 

The Hérault offers a network of itineraries which mainly cross the high cantons, and on which the 
communities and the federal environment have invested heavily in recent years.  

Three major iconic itineraries are thus present with the Chemin d'Arles (GR 653), the Green 

Network and the Great Massif Central Crossing by mountain bike. These hiking infrastructures are 
marked and for the most part maintained and accessible to all for different hiking practices.  

The Green Network (or Grande Traversée de l'Hérault): departmental roaming 

The roaming of the Green Network, a multi-practical hiking route, is part of a double policy: that of 
the preservation of sensitive natural areas and that of the controlled development of nature sports.  
The Green Network is made up of a multi-activity roaming crossing the Hérault department from 

East to West, and the Passa Païs greenway. 

The Green Network was set up at the end of the 1980s, with the aim of linking together the 
departmental areas acquired under the TDENS. It was a question of creating connections between 

the domains in order to offer to the Héraultais a frame of leisure and natural spaces - "green lungs" 
- in a context where urbanization is particularly strong in Hérault.  

Insofar as the departmental areas are located in areas prey to the phenomenon of rural 

abandonment, the Green Network also had the objective of bringing Héraultais to cross these 
areas and thus bring new economic opportunities to farmers. It was a question of irrigating the rural 
areas of the north of the department by bringing the Héraultais but also the tourists on the roads to 

create a new economic and social dynamic on these territories.  

From the start, the Green Network route was designed to allow access to all hiking practices. 

On foot, by mountain bike or on horseback, it offers hikers 550 kilometers of marked and secure 

paths, on 23 stages of approximately 15 to 30 kilometers.  

It connects the Hérault territory from east to west, dividing into two branches in the municipality of 
Dio and Valquières: 

- The northern route Villetelle / La Salvetat sur Agout - 348 km) 

- The southern route Villetelle / Notre-Dame-du-Cros (Aude) - 409 km 

It is also labeled "Grande Traversée VTT de l'Hérault" (GT34) by the French cycling federation. 

The Department within the framework of its missions on the development of outdoor sports, and in 
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coherence with the orientations of its sports policy, proposed to work on the requalification and the 
enhancement of the Green Network, based on the methodology put implemented on another 
roaming route, the Grande Traversée du Massif Central: 

- Action 1 / Functional analysis of the route and definition of product sections,  

- Action 2 / Creation of holiday ideas by product section, 

- Action 3 / Marketing approach. 

Thus, the general objective aims to identify, describe and enhance proposals for itinerant stays, of 
short and medium duration, capable of constituting legible and attractive tourist products, which 
generate frequentation and benefits for the economic actors of the territories crossed by the Green 

Network. These products / stays will have to integrate and enhance the cultural, natural and 
historical heritage throughout the itinerary. 

This approach also proposes to draw inspiration from the action of the Hajdú-Bihar County 

Government, concerning the Mecsek Greenway. 

To date, a small part of the Green Network (the Passa Païs greenway) has networked the various 
players in favor of local development, and this, under the coordination of the Haut -Languedoc 

National Park. 

The structuring of this great itinerancy in different product sections will allow locally to identify 
qualified service providers, to promote local productions, to create synergies between the different 

types of tourism (leisure stays, heritage discoveries, outdoor sports activities nature, …).  

Finally, the creation of a new visual identity for this route will contribute to the development of this 
type of “adventure” tourism, will make it possible to capitalize on the values of the different 

territories crossed while developing the links between the villages and the intermunicipalities.  

 

Action 1 (please list and describe the actions to be implemented) 

Functional analysis of the route and definition of product sections 

Study in progress by the research firm "Kipik Conseils" 

1 / Recognize the route which will establish its relevance as a whole and in relation 

to its different current sections: 

- on the 3 current hiking practices: walking, mountain biking and mountain biking, 
equestrian, specifying the levels of difficulty, even the types of practice,  

- by analyzing the various traditional services (accommodation, restaurants, food, luggage 
transport, etc.) and / or specific services (rental, etc.),  

- recognizing cultural, natural and historical heritage sites and related activities, 

- by positioning the main or secondary accesses (car parks, roads, etc.),  

- by identifying a common theme throughout the itinerary, or differentiated according to the 
stages. 

2 / Make recommendations on the route: improvements to existing facilities or 
equipment (signposting, signage, comfort and safety furniture, etc.) 

- Report on general and / or specific recommendations (planning principles) according to 

different practices, 

- Geolocation and photos of the "black spots" of the route 

 

Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved in the 
development and implementation of the action and explain their role) 
- Departmental Tourism Agency: provides tourist data (extraction database from the Regional 

Tourist Information System), coordinates the study with the Departmental Sport and Nature 
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Department 

 

Timeframe 

From January to March 2020 

 

Costs (if relevant) 

 

Funding sources (if relevant): 

 

Action 2 (please list and describe the actions to be implemented) 

Propose a segmentation of the route into "product sections" adapted to 
different hiking practices (taking into account current market trends and 
prospects for expanding clientele). 

 

Study in progress by the research firm "Kipik Conseils" 

Proposals for product sections must integrate services dedicated to itinerant practice and heritage, 

cultural and historical sites. 

Proposals for product sections may also include: 

- diversification hypotheses on new practices (trail,  gravel, ...) 

- hypotheses of "variants" or marginal evolutions of the main route based on existing route 
networks. 

 

Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved in the 
development and implementation of the action and explain their role) 
- Departmental Tourism Agency: integrates the product sections into the regional and 

departmental tourist offer. Collects and formats tourist data from inter-municipal partners. 

- Inter-municipal authorities: work and finalize data on remarkable cultural, natural and historic 
sites, update services dedicated to homelessness (accommodation, catering, etc.) 

Please note: the question of mobilizing these partners is an important component to take into 
account. 

 

Timeframe 

Second semester 2020 

 

Costs (if relevant) 

Actions 1 and 2 are the subject of the same contract for € 19,600.  

 

Funding sources (if relevant): 
Departemental council of Herault 

Europe 
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Action 3 (please list and describe the actions to be implemented) 

Marketing approach 

It is planned to consult a service provider specializing in tourism marketing and the management of 

itinerant customers. 

On the basis of the first study, which will have made it possible to define product sections, it will be 
a question of determining a new communication and marketing strategy on this roaming. 

- Creation of several itinerant tourist stays, dissemination and promotion,  

- Proposal for the implementation of a Cit'Art cultural action along the route: action that mixes 
“street art” on fire equipment (DFCI tanks) 

- Creation of a visual identity of the route 

- Creation of an interactive map integrating tourist attractions, service providers, difficulties, …  
 

Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved in the 
development and implementation of the action and explain their role) 
- Departmental Tourism Agency: participates in the strategy and makes the link with the 

intermunicipal partners 

- Inter-municipal: adapt and integrate the marketing strategy on roaming 

Please note: the question of mobilizing these partners is an important component to take into 

account. 

 

Timeframe 

Second semester 2020 - 1st semester 2021 

 

Costs (if relevant) 

Around € 20,000 for the marketing study 

Cost still to be determined for the Cit’Art action 

 

Funding sources (if relevant): 
Departemental council of Herault 

Europe 

 

 

Date: 04 / 05 / 2020 

 

Signature: _______________________ 

 

Stamp of the organisation (if available): ____________________________________ 

 

 

 


